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IN STRATIFIED DATABASES 
J. W. LLOYD, E. A. SONENBERG, AND R. W. TOPOR 
D We prove the correctness of a simplification method for checking static 
integrity constraints in stratified deductive databases. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper continues the development of a foundation for deductive database 
systems begun in [6], [7], and [8]. The result of this paper is a simplification theorem 
for static integrity constraint checking in stratified databases. This result extends an 
earlier version of the theorem in [7] for definite databases. 
Integrity constraint checking is an important issue in database systems. From a 
theoretical viewpoint, it is highly desirable for the database to satisfy its integrity 
constraints at al times. However, from a practical viewpoint, there are serious 
difficulties in finding efficient ways of checking the integrity constraints after each 
update. The problem is especially difficult for deductive databases, since the 
addition of a single fact can have a substantial impact on the logical consequences 
of the database because of the presence of rules. 
In spite of these difficulties, it is possible to reduce the amount of computation if 
advantage is taken of the fact that, before the update was made, the database was 
known to satisfy its integrity constraints. The simplification theorem in this paper 
shows that it is only necessary to check certain instances of each integrity constraint. 
For a very large database, this can lead to a dramatic reduction in the amount of 
computation required. This idea is originally due to Nicolas [lo] in the context of 
relational database systems. 
The setting for the theorem in this paper is the clas of stratified databases. This 
clas is essentially an extension of the clas of stratified general programs introduced 
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recently in [l] and [2], and includes all definite and hierarchical databases. The key 
property of stratified databases is that certain restrictions of the mapping T 
associated with a stratified database have an important monotonicity property (see 
Proposition 2 below). Our theorem is proved by induction: the base case is 
essentially Theorem 3 of [7], and the induction step depends critically on the 
monotonicity property. 
In the next section, we introduce stratified databases and present the key 
monotonicity property. In the third section, we prove the simplification theorem. In 
the last section, we discuss some implementation issues related to the theorem. We 
refer the reader to [3], [4], [7], [ll], and [12] for further discussion of integrity 
constraint checking in deductive databases, and to [lo] for a discussion in relational 
databases. We assume the reader is familiar with the basic theoretical concepts of 
logic programming as contained in [5]. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
We deal with a typed first order language which has finitely many constants, 
functions, and predicates. The concepts of interpretation, model, logical conse- 
quence, and so on, are defined in the natural way for typed first order logic. 
We will also use typed versions of various results from [5]. In all cases, the 
required modifications to what appears in [5] are simple, and it will be clear from 
the context that the reference actually requires the appropriate typed version. 
DeJnition. A database clause is a typed first order formula of the form 
A+W 
where A is an atom and W is a typed first order formula. A is called the head 
and W the body of the clause. The formula W may be absent. Any variables in A 
and any free variables in W are assumed to be universally quantified at the front 
of the clause. 
Dejinition. A database is a finite set of database clauses. 
Definition. An integrity constraint is a closed typed first order formula. 
The concept of integrity constraint satisfaction requires the introduction of the 
completion, camp(D), of a database D. The definition of the completion used here 
is essentially a typed version of that given in [5], containing the completed definition 
for each predicate and an equality theory, including the domain closure axioms. 
Details may be found in [7]. 
Definition. Let D be a database such that comp( D) is consistent, and let W be an 
integrity constraint. We say D satisjies W if W is a logical consequence of 
camp(D); otherwise, we say D violates W. 
Next we turn to the definition of a stratified database. For this, we need to define 
the concept of an atom occurring positively or negatively in a formula, and the 
concept of a level mapping. 
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Definition. An atom A occurs positively in A. 
If atom A occurs positively (negatively) in a formula IV, then A occurs 
positively (negatively) in 3x W and Vx W and WA V and WV V and W +- V. 
If atom A occurs positively (negatively) in a formula W, then A occurs 
negatively (positively) in - W and V +-- W. 
Dejinition. A level mapping of a database is a mapping from its set of predicates to 
the nonnegative integers. We refer to the value of a predicate under this mapping 
as the level of that predicate. 
Definition. A database is stratijied if it has a level mapping such that, in every 
database clause p(tl, . . . , t,) +- W, the level of the predicate of every atom 
occurring positively in W is less than or equal to the level of p and the level of 
the predicate of every atom occurring negatively in W is less than the level of p. 
We can assume without loss of generality that the levels of a stratified database 
are O,l,..., k, for some k, and we will normally assume this without comment in 
the following. However, whenever we deal with stratified databases D and D’ such 
that D c D’, it will be convenient to assume that D inherits the stratification 
induced by D’. This implies that for the smaller database D, there may not be 
predicates of all levels O,l, . . . , k. Note that, at level 0, all atoms in the bodies of 
database clauses must occur positively, but that these clauses need not be definite. 
Stratified general programs were introduced in [l] as a generalization of a class of 
databases discussed in [2]. The motivation is to limit the use of negation in recursive 
rules to keep the model theory manageable. Clearly, every definite or hierarchical 
database [7] is stratified. It seems that most databases met with in practice are 
stratified. A major property of stratified databases is that their completions are 
always consistent (see Corollary 1 below). 
Since every formula can be transformed into a logically equivalent formula in 
prenex conjunctive normal form, say, by applying the transformations of [9, p. 1021, 
we can transform the body of each clause in a database into this form. The 
transformed database is equivalent to the original one, and the completion of the 
transformed database is equivalent to the completion of the original one. Also 
the mapping T (defined below) associated with the transformed database is equal to 
the mapping associated with the original one. Furthermore, if W’ is a prenex 
conjunctive normal form of W, then an atom occurs positively (negatively) in W iff 
it occurs positively (negatively) in W’. Thus the transformed database is stratified iff 
the original database is stratified. 
To simplify the proofs, we make the assumption that the body of each clause 
A + W in a database is in prenex conjunctive normal form. In this case, it is easy to 
identify positive and negative occurrences of atoms. An atom occurs positively 
(negatively) in W iff it appears in a positive (negative) literal in W. 
A preinterpretation of a database D is an interpretation of D that omits the 
assignments of relations to predicates [5, p. 711. 
DeJnition. Let J be a preinterpretation of a database D, V a variable assignment 
wrt J, and A an atom. Suppose A is p(tl,. . . , t,), and d,, . . . , d, in the domain 
of J are the term assignments of t,, . . . , t, wrt J and V. We call A, v= 
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P(d 1,. . . , d,) the J-instance of A wrt V. Let [A], = {A,, “: V is a variable 
assignment wrt J }. We call each element of [A], a J-instance of A. We also call 
each p(d,,..., d,) a J-instance. Each interpretation based on J can now be 
identified with a subset of J-instances as in [5, p. 721. 
We now define a mapping TL from the lattice of interpretations based on J to 
itself in a similar way to [5, p. 721. 
Dejinition. Let J be a preinterpretation of a database D, and I an interpretation 
based on J. Then Ti( I) = { A,, V : A + WE D, V is a variable assignment wrt J, 
and W is true wrt I and V}. 
It is convenient to suppress the J and denote this mapping by To. For each type 
7, we let =7 denote the equality predicate of that type. Let E be U,[ =,(x, x)]~. 
Subsequent use of E ensures that all models considered are normal, i.e., that each 
equality predicate is assigned an identity relation. 
The following proposition extends results for To well known in the case that D is 
definite. For general programs, these properties were also observed in [l]. 
Proposition 1. Let D be a database, J a preinterpretation of D, and I an interpretation 
based on J. Then we have the following properties: 
(a) I is a model for D iff T,(I) c I. 
(b) Suppose that I U E is a model for the equality theory. Then I U E is a model for 
camp(D) ifs To(I) = I. 
PROOF. Similar to the proofs of Propositions 14.2 and 14.3 of [5]. 0 
For a definite database D, the mapping To is monotonic over the lattice of 
interpretations based on J. Proposition 2 shows that, from the right viewpoint, for 
stratified databases, there is also an important monotonicity property. 
Proposition 2. Let D be a strati$ed database and J a preinterpretation for D. 
(4 
(b) 
Suppose D has maximum predicate level 0. Then To is monotonic over the 
lattice of interpretations based on J. 
Suppose D has maximum predicate level k + 1. Let D, denote the set of 
database clauses in D with the property that the predicate in the head of the 
clause has level I k. Suppose that Mk is an interpretation based on J for D, 
and Mk is a fixpoint of To,. Consider the complete lattice = (Mk v S: S c 
{p(d,, . , d,) :p is a level k f I predicate and each di is in the domain of J}}, 
under set inclusion. Then 9 is a sublattice of the lattice of interpretations based 
on J, and To, restricted to 9, is well defined and monotonic. 
PROOF. Straightforward. 0 
Corollary 1. Let D be a stratified database. Then camp(D) has a minimal normal 
Herbrand model. 
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PROOF. The proof is by induction on the maximum level, k, of the predicates in D. 
The case k = 0 uses Proposition 2(a) and the well-known result for monotonic 
operators to obtain the least fixpoint of T,. Proposition l(b) yields the model. The 
induction step uses Proposition 2(b) with Mk as the fixpoint provided by the 
induction hypothesis. q 
This model coincides with the one generated in [l] for general programs using 
special constructions for TD as a nonmonotonic operator over the lattice of 
Herbrand interpretations for D. We use the monotonic operator technique based on 
Proposition 2 to generate models in more complex situations, namely, building 
non-Herbrand models starting from a nonempty set. Specifically, in Lemma 2(a) 
below, we construct a set N of the lattice Y with the property that T,(N) c N. 
Then we use the classical results about monotonic operators to iterate To trans- 
finitely and obtain a fixpoint of To over 9. Lemma 2(b) is based on a similar 
construction. 
We believe that Proposition 2 has important consequences for the theory of logic 
programming. In the case of definite databases (or programs), the monotonicity of T 
plays a crucial role in many results. Proposition 2 gives a technique which could be 
used to extend much of this theory to stratified databases (or programs). In this 
paper, we show how to use Proposition 2 to extend the simplification theorem for 
definite databases to stratified databases. 
3. SIMPLIFICATION THEOREM 
In this section, we prove our simplification theorem for integrity constraint 
checking. 
To cover the most general situation by a single theorem, we use the concept of a 
transaction. A transaction is a finite sequence of additions of clauses to a database 
and deletions of clauses from a database. If D is a database and t is a transaction, 
then the application of t to D produces a new database D', which is obtained by 
applying in turn each of the deletions and additions in t. We assume that, in any 
transaction, we do not have the addition and deletion of the same clause. As the 
deletions and additions in a transaction can then be performed in any order, we 
assume that all the deletions are performed before the additions. With regard to 
integrity constraint checking, a transaction is indivisible, so we need only check the 
constraints at the end of the transaction. Note that we can use a single transaction 
to pass from any database D to any other database D'. 
Suppose L is the typed language underlying the database D. We make the 
assumption throughout that, whatever changes D may undergo, L remains fixed. 
Thus, for example, adding a new clause to D does not introduce new constants into 
the language. 
Implementing the simplification method involves computing four sets of atoms, 
computing two sets of substitutions by unifying atoms in the sets with atoms in an 
integrity constraint, and evaluating the queries associated with corresponding in- 
stances of the integrity constraint. We begin with the definitions of the appropriate 
sets of atoms. 
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Dejinition. Let D and D’ be databases such that D c D’. We define the sets pos,, D, 
and neg,, D, inductively as follows: 
PO&,= {PM+- WED’\D}, 
wG,~~= { >? 
pos”of;, = { AB: A + WE D, B occurs positively in W, 
C E pas:, DP, and 8 is an mgu of B and C } 
U { A8 : A + WE D, B occurs negatively in W, 
C E neg;j, D,, and 0 is an mgu of B and C } , 
neg;jt& = { A8: A + WE D, B occurs positively in W, 
CEneg;,D,,and8isanmguofBandC} 
u { AB : A + WE D, B occurs negatively in W, 
C E pas”,, D,, and 8 is an mgu of B and C } , 
Pos,,D’= u Pas;,.‘, 
fl>O 
To motivate the above definitions, consider the case when we add a fact A + to 
a database D to obtain a database D’. An important task of the simplification 
method is to capture the difference between a model for comp(D’) and a model for 
comp( 0). In the case that D is a relational database, we see that pas,, D, is {A}, 
which is precisely the difference between a model for comp( D) and a model for 
comp( 0’). (In this case, the models are essentially unique.) For a deductive 
database, the presence of rules means that the difference between the models could 
be larger. However, as we shall see, for stratified databases, pas,, D, and neg,, D’ can 
still be used to capture the differences between (suitably related) models for 
comp( D) and comp( D’). Intuitively, pas,, D’ captures the part that is added to the 
model for comp( D) when passing from D to D’, and neg., D, captures the part that 
is lost (see Lemma 2 below). In the context of general databases, pas,,,, and 
neg., DP have been discussed in [12]. 
Definition. Let D and D’ be databases such that D c D’, and J a preinterpretation 
of D. We define 
posinstD,D’,J= u [A],, 
* EP-D.D 
neginstD,D,,, = u [Al,- 
Lemma I. Let D and D’ be databases uch that D c D’. Let J be a preinterpretation of 
D, and V be a variable assignment wrt J. Suppose there exists an interpretation I 
based on J such that I U E is a model for the equality theory. 
(a) If A + W is in D, B occurs positively in W, and BJ, v E neginst D, Dr,J, then 
A J, V E neginst D. D’, J’ 
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(b) If A + W is in D, B occurs positively in W, and BJ, V E posinst D, D,, J, then 
A,. y E posinst D, DZ,J. 
(c) If A + W is in D, B occurs negatively in W, and BJ, V E posinst D, D,, J, then 
A J. v E neginst D. D,, J. 
(d) If A + W is in D, B occurs negatively in W, and BJ, V~ neginst., D8,J, then 
A. J y E posinst D, D,, J. 
PROOF. (a): Recall that B,,, denotes the J-instance of atom B wrt V. Since 
BJ, y E neginst D, D,, J, we have that BJ, ,,. is also a J-instance of some C E neg., D,. 
By Lemma 15.1(a) of [5], B and C are unifiable with mgu 8 = {XI/~,, . . , x,/r,,,}, 
say. Since C E neg., D, and BB = Co, we have that A8 E neg,,,,. By Lemma 
15.1(b) of [5], the variable assignment that maps B and C to BJ, y also maps xj and 
r, to the same domain element, for each j. Hence A,, y is also a J-instance of A8 
and so A J v E neginst D, D,, J. 
The proofs of the other parts are similar. 0 
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 6 in [7]. 
Lemma 2. Let D and D’ be stratijed databases such that D c D’, and let J be a 
preinterpretation of D. 
(a) Let M’ be an interpretation based on J for D’ such that M’ U E is a model for 
comp(D’). Then there exists an interpretation M based on J such that M U E is 
a model for camp(D), M’\M c posinst D, Df,J, and M/M’ c neginst D, D, J. 
(b) Let M be an interpretation based on J for D such that M U E is a model for 
camp(D). Then there exists an interpretation M’ based on J such that M’ U E is 
a model for comp(D’), M’\Mc posinst..,!,,, and M/M’ c neginst.,,,,,. 
PROOF. (a): The proof is by induction on the maximum level, k, of D’. 
Base step, k = 0. By Proposition l(b), M’ is a fixpoint of Tv, and hence 
Tv( M’) c M’. By Proposition 2(a), To is monotonic and so T,*(M’) is defined for 
every ordinal 1~. We prove by transfinite induction that M’\ T;( M’) c posinst D, D,,J 
for every ordinal CX. 
cv is a limit ordinal. The case (Y = 0 is trivial. Otherwise, M’\ T;( M’) = 
M’\n ,~<aTj(M’)=u P < ,( M’\ Ti( M’)) G posinst D, D,, J, by the induction hy- 
pothesis. 
(Y is a successor ordinal. The case (Y = 1 is immediate from the definition of 
posinst D, D,, J. Otherwise, note that M’ \ T;( M’) = [M’ \ T,( M’)] u [ Tv( M’) \ 
Tg( M’)]. Suppose that B E To( M’) \ TE( M’). Then one can prove that there exists a 
clause A +- W in D such that, for some variable assignment V wrt J and for some 
atom C in W, B is A, V and C, V 
hypothesis, C,* v E posinst i, D,, J. 
E M’\ T,*-‘(M’). Thus, by the induction 
By Lemma 1, we have that B E posinst D, D,, J. This 
completes the proof that M’\ Tg( M’) c posinst D, Dj, J for every ordinal CX. 
Since T, is monotonic, there exists an ordinal y such that T,Y(M’) is a fixpoint of 
To. Put M = T$( M’). By Proposition l(b), M U E is a model for comp( D). Finally, 
note that M\M’ = 0 = neginst D, D, J. 
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Induction step. Suppose the result holds for stratified databases of maximum 
level k and D’ has maximum level k + 1. Let DL ( Dk) be the set of database 
clauses in D’ (0) with the property that the predicate in the head of the clause has 
level 2 k. Let ML be the set of all p(d,, _ _. , d,) in M’ such that p has level I k. 
Then ML U E is a model for comp( Di). By the induction hypothesis, there exists an 
interpretation Mk based on J such that Mk u E is a model for comp( Dk), 
Mi\Mk c posinstDk,,;,,, and Mk\M/ c neginstDk,,;,,. 
Put N=M,U(M’\M,‘)Uneginst,,.,,,l(k+ l), where neginstD,D,,,j(k+ 1) is 
the set of all p(d,, . . . , d,) in neginst,, D,,J such that p has level k + 1. Then one 
can prove that T,(N) c N, using the fact that Mk is a fixpoint of TDk, the definition 
of neginst D, D,,J, Lemma 1, and the induction hypothesis. 
We now consider transfinite iterations of To on N in the lattice 9 defined in 
Proposition 2(b). We claim the following properties hold: 
(i) T;( N)\M’ c neginst D, Dj,J for every ordinal (Y. 
(ii) M’\ Tg( N) G posinst D, D1,J for every ordinal (Y. 
For (i), note that, for all I_X, 
using the induction hypothesis on Mk\ML, and the definition of neginst D, D,,J. 
We prove (ii) by transfinite induction. 
(Y is a limit ordinal. Suppose LY = 0. Then we have 
M’\NcM,‘\M,~posinst~~,~~,,cposinst,,~,,,. 
. 
Now suppose (Y > 0. Then we have 
M’\T;(N) =M’\ n T&N) = U [M’\T!(N)] cposinstD,D,,,. 
p<a p<a 
(Y is a successor ordinal. Suppose that B E M’\ Tg( N). Then, as M’ is a fixpoint of 
T,,, there exists a clause A + W in D’ such that, for some variable assignment V 
wrt J, B is A, v and W is true wrt M’ and V. If the clause is in D’\D, then 
A E posk, D, ani so B E posinst D, *,, J immediately. Now suppose that the clause is 
in D. Since B P T;(N), one can prove that there exists a variable assignment V* 
and an atom C in W such that A,, v = A,,,,, and either C occurs positively in W and 
C J “. E M’\T,“-‘(N) or C occurs negatively in W and C’, V’ E T,“-‘(N)\M’. In 
thk first case, by the induction hypothesis, C,, Vs E posinst D, D,,J. By Lemma 1, we 
have that B E posinst D, D,, J. In the second case, by (i), C”, ,,. E neginst D, Dz.J. By 
Lemma 1, we have that B E posinst D, D,, J. This completes the proof of (ii). 
By Proposition 2(b), there exists an ordinal y such that T;(N) is a fixpoint of TD 
restricted to 9. Put M = T;(N). Since M is a fixpoint of T,, by Proposition l(b), 
we have that MU E is a model for comp( 0). This completes the proof of part (a). 
(b): The proof is similar to part (a). We use a construction based on the set 
N’ = Ml U [( M\M,)\neginst D, Dj,Jl( k + l)], for which it can be shown that 
TD,( N’) 2 N’. 0 
Now we are in a position to state and prove the simplification theorem. 
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Theorem (SimpliJcation theorem for integrity constraint checking). Let D and D’ be 
stratified databases and t a transaction whose application to D produces D’. Suppose 
t consists of a sequence of deletions followed by a sequence of additions and that the 
application of the sequence of deletions to D produces the intermediate database D”. 
Let w=vx,.* . Vx, W’ be an integrity constraint in prenex conjunctive normal 
form. Suppose D satis$es W. Let 8 = { 8 : 6 is the restriction to x1,. . . , x, of either 
an mgu of an atom occurring negatively in Wand an atom in ~os,~~,~~ or an mgu 
of an atom occurring positively in Wand an atom in ~~eg,.~,~~} and \k = { qb : $J is 
the restriction to x1, . . . , x, of either an mgu of an atom occurring positively in W 
and an atom in ~os,~~,~ or an mgu of an atom occurring negatively in W and an 
atom in neg,.,,.}. Th en we have the following properties: 
(a) D’ satisjes W ifs D’ satis$es W(W’+) for all $ E 8 U q. 
(b) If D’ u (+ V(w’$)} h as an SLDNF-refutation for all $ E 8 U q, then D’ 
satisjes W. 
(c) If D’ u { + V(W’+)) h as a finitely failed SLDNF-tree for some + E 8 U q, 
then D’ violates W. 
PROOF. (a): Suppose D’ satisfies V( W’+), for all @I E 8 U \Ir. Note that the formula 
W’ is not necessarily quantifier free. Let M’ be an interpretation for D’ based on J 
such that M’ U E is a model for comp( D’). By Lemma 2(a), there exists an 
interpretation M” based on J such that M” U E is a model for comp( D”), 
M’\ M” c posinst D,8, DC, J and M”\ M’ c neginst D,C, DP, J. Similarly, by Lemma 2(b), 
there exists an interpretation M based on J such that MU E is a model for 
comp( D), M\ M” c posinst D,,, D, J, and Ml’\ M c neginst D,,, D, J. 
By supposition, W is true wrt MU E. Let V be a variable assignment wrt J. We 
have to prove that IV’ is true wrt M’ U E and V. If V* is a variable assignment that 
agrees with V on xi,. _, x,, then we say V* is compatible with V. We consider the 
following two cases. 
Case I: For every atom A occurring negatively in W and for every V* 
compatible with V, the J-instance A,, “. of A wrt V* is not in M’\M, and for every 
atom B occurring positively in W and for every V* compatible with V, the 
J-instance BJ, “. of B wrt V* is not in M\M’. 
Let A be an atom occurring negatively in W, and suppose that, for some V* 
compatible with V, the J-instance A J, “, of A wrt V* is not in M. By the condition 
of case 1, we have that A, ,,, 4 M’\M. Hence A, V* 66 M’. 
Let B be an atom occurring positively in W,’ and suppose that, for some V* 
compatible with V, the J-instance B J, “, of B wrt V* is in M. By the condition of 
case 1, we have that BJ “. P M\M’. Hence BJ v* E M’. 
It follows from this that IV’ is true wrt M’ ; E and V. 
Case 2: Either (a) there exists an atom A occurring negatively in W and a V* 
compatible with V such that the J-instance A,, ,,* of A wrt V* is in M’\ M, or (b) 
there exists an atom B occurring positively in W and a V* compatible with V such 
that the J-instance BJ ,,, of B wrt V* is in M\M’. 
Case 2(a): Then A,, “. E (M’ \ M”) U (M” \ M) and hence either A, ,,* E 
posinst D,,, D,,J or A,, v* E neginst.,,, D,J. In the first case, A,, “* is also a J-instance 
of an atom FE posD,,. D,. By Lemma 15.1(a) of [5], A and F are unifiable with mgu 
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B’, say. Let 0 be the restriction of 19’ to xi,. . . , x,. By supposition, V(W’d) is true 
wrt M’ U E. It then follows from Lemma 15.1(b) of (51 that W’ is true wrt M’ U E 
and V. Similarly, in the second case, using ‘k, we obtain that W’ is true wrt M’ U E 
and V. 
Case 2(b): Then BJ, ,,” E (M\ &I”) u (M” \ M’) and hence either BJ, v* E 
posinst Dj,, D,J or BJ, v* E neginst D,,, D,,J. In the first case, BJ, “* is also a J-instance 
of an atom G E pas,,,, D. By Lemma 15.1(a) of [5], B and G are unifiable with mgu 
$‘, say. Let $ be the restriction of #’ to xi,. . . , x,. By supposition, V(W’#) is true 
wrt M’ U E. It then follows from Lemma 15.1(b) of [5] that W’ is true wrt M’ U E 
and V. Similarly, in the second case, using 8, we obtain that IV’ is true wrt M’ U E 
and V. 
(b): This part follows immediately from Theorem 1 of [7] and part (a). 
(c): Suppose D’U { + V(w’$)} has a finitely failed SLDNF-tree for some 
$J E 8 u 9. By Theorem 1 of [6] and Lemma 1 of [7], - V( IV’+) is a logical 
consequence of comp(D’). By the consistency of comp(D’), W is not a logical 
consequence of comp( 0’) and so D’ violates W. 0 
The theorem has an immediate corollary for the situation when the transaction 
consists of a single addition. 
Corollary 2. Let D be a stratified database, C a database clause, and D’ = D U {C} a 
strati$ed database. Let W = vx, * . . Qx, W’ be an integrity constraint in prenex 
conjunctive normal form. Suppose D satisfies W. Let 8 = { 8 : 6 is the restriction to 
x1,. . . , x, of either an mgu of an atom occurring negatively in W and an atom in 
pas,, Dc or an mgu of an atom occurring positively in Wand an atom in neg,,,,}. 
Then we have the following properties: 
(a) D’ satisjes W if D’ satisjes v(W’6) for all 8 E 8. 
(b) If D’ u {+- v(W’8)) h as an SLDNF-refutation for all 8 E 8, then D’ satis$es 
W. 
(c) If D’ u (+- V(W’t’)} h as aJinitely failed SLDNF-tree for some t9 E 8, then D’ 
violates W. 
Similarly, the theorem has a corollary for the case when the transaction consists 
of a single deletion. 
Corollary 3. Let D be a stratij?ed database, C a database clause in D, and D’ = D\ ( C ) 
a stratified database. Let W = vx, . * 1 Vx, W’ be an integrity constraint in prenex 
conjunctive normal form. Suppose D satisfies W. Let \k = { \c/ : I/J is the restriction to 
x1,. . . , x, of either an mgu of an atom occurring positively in W and an atom in 
pas,,, v or an mgu of an atom occurring negatively in Wand an atom in neg,,, D}. 
Then we have the following properties: 
(a) D’ satisfies W ifs D’ satisfies Q( W’+) for all $J E \k. 
(b) If D’ u {+ v(W’$)} h as an SLDNF-refutation for all 4 E ‘P, then D’ satisfies 
W. 
(c) If D’ U {+ V(wlJ/)j h as a finitely failed SLDNF-tree for some II, E !P, then 
D’ violates W. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
This section contains a brief discussion of some implementation issues related to the 
simplification theorem. The theorem shows that the implementation of the simplifi- 
cation method involves calculating four atom sets pas,,., D,, neg,,,, D,, pas.,., D, and 
neg.,., D, computing 8 and 9, and then evaluating each query + V( w’+), where 
C$ E 8 u \k. Although evaluation of + V(W’$) can flounder or loop indefinitely, so 
can evaluation of +- W itself. Note also that the method is independent of the level 
mappings used to show that the databases are stratified. 
Some special cases of the theorem are of interest. If 0 U \k is empty, then the 
corresponding integrity constraint W can be eliminated from further consideration, 
since the theorem shows that D’ satisfies W. If 8 U \k contains the identity 
substitution, then no simplification of W is possible. Nicolas [lo] also studied 
various refinements of the basic idea which could lead to optimizations of the 
implementation. We do not discuss these optimizations here except to note that all 
of them are equally applicable to stratified databases. 
The key to an efficient implementation of the simplification theorem is to find an 
efficient way to calculate POS~,~, and neg, D,, for D c D’. We emphasize that this 
calculation only involves the rules and not the facts in D. This is an important point 
because, even for a large deductive database, the number of rules is likely to be very 
much smaller than the number of facts. In particular, the rules are likely to be kept 
in main memory, so that access to the disk during the calculation of these sets is 
obviated. 
We now briefly consider some aspects of the computation of the atom sets. In 
principle, this computation involves the calculation of infinitely many sets pas”,,,, 
and neg;j, D, for n 2 0. However, in practice, we can often use a stopping rule to 
terminate the computation after only finitely many steps. Application of one such 
stopping rule involves computing sets of atoms P” and N” rather than the sets 
pas”,, D, and neg;, D,. P” and N” are defined and used in much the same way as 
pas”,, D, and neg;, D,, except for the following additional (simplifying) step. We omit 
any atom from P” (from N”) which is an instance of another atom in Pk (in Nk) 
forO<kIn. 
The stopping rule is then as follows. If after deletions in this manner, some P” 
and N” both become empty, then terminate the computation and use the unions, P 
and N, of the respective sets of atoms computed thus far in place of pos, D, and 
neg., D,. The proof of the simplification theorem is valid for the sets P and ‘N used 
in place of posD, D, and neg,, D,. A further refinement is to delete from P (from N) 
any atom which 1s an instance of another atom in P (in N). The example below 
illustrates the application of this stopping rule. 
Example. Let D be the database 
no_male_descendant( x) + Vy (female( y ) +- ancestor( x, y )) 
ancestor(x, y) + parent(x, z) A ancestor(z, y) 
ancestor( x, y) +- parent( x, y) 
parent( x, y) + mother( x, y ) 
parent(x, y) +- father(x, y) 
together with facts for the predicates mother, father, male, and female. If we give 
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no male descendant level 1 and all other predicates level 0, then we see that D is a 
stratified-database. Let C be the clause 
mother(mary, bill) + 
and let D’ = D U { C }. Then we obtain 
post, D, = {mother(mary, bill)} = P” 
negi. DP = {}=N’ 
pas’,, D, = {parent(mary, bill)} = P’ 
neg’,..,= { } = N’ 
posi, D, = { ancestor(mary, bill), ancestor(mary, _Y)) 
P2 = { ancestor(mary, y)) 
negi,.,= { } = N2 
posh, D, = {ancestor(x, bill), ancestor(x, y)} 
P3 = {ancestor(x, y)) 
negzW= { _ _ no male descendant( mary) } = N 3 
pos4,,,, = {ancestor(x,bill),ancestor(x, y)} 
P”={} 
negi? D1 = {no_male_descendant(x)} = N4 
P’={} 
N5={} 
At this point, we can apply the stopping rule. Thus, when applying the sim- 
plification theorem, in place of pas,, DS we can use the set 
P = { mother(mary, bill), parent(mary, bill), ancestor( x, y )} , 
and in place of neg,, DP we can use the set 
N = { no_male_descendant( x) } . 
Another possibility in the computation of pas,,,. and neg, D, is that one or 
both of them may contain infinitely many “independent” atoms,‘in which case the 
simplification method may require checking infinitely many instances of an integrity 
constraint. For example, let D be the database 
p(f(x), Y) +p(x, Y)> 
C the clause p(a, b) + , and D’ = D U {C}. Then pas,,,, is the infinite set 
{ p ( a, b), p (f( a), b), p (f( f( a)), b), . . . }. In this case, the previous stopping rule is 
not applicable. However, we can add the instance p( f(x), 6) of the head of the 
offending clause in D to PO&,, DS instead of p(f( a), b). If we do this, we can use 
{ ~(4 b), p(f(x1, b)} in place of ~os~,~,- This example suggests the existence of 
another stopping rule, which replaces an infinite set of atoms by a single more 
general instance of a clause head. 
To conclude, we believe that the simplification method will be an essential 
ingredient of any efficient method of checking integrity constraints. The main issues 
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which require further research are finding more powerful stopping rules and 
investigating the various techniques which will be required for a really practical 
implementation. 
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